
Physics 542 (Standard Model of Elementary Particle Physics) Spring 2013

General Information (updated 18 Jan. 2013)

Instructor: John Collins, 303K Osmond
Phone: 3-0783
E-mail: collins@phys.psu.edu
Web-site: http://www.phys.psu.edu/~collins/542/

Lecture times: Monday 9:05–9:55am in 115 Osmond;
Thursday 12:20–1:10pm in 320 Whitmore;
Friday 9:05–9:55am in 115 Osmond.

Office hours: Fridays 4:00–5:00pm.
(You can come and see me at other times, if I am available. Checking
with me by e-mail to set a convenient time would help.)

Exams etc: Project/essay due Thu. May 2

Course Objectives: To gain a good understanding of the standard model of elementary
particle physics at a technical level: what it is and why, and how to
use it. This is the well-verified microscopic theory that is supposed to
underly the strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions, i.e., almost
all of non-gravitational physics.
In addition, there will be an introduction to physics beyond the standard
model (which is essentially conjectural at present).
The level will be suitable for graduate students who intend to specialize
in theoretical particle physics. But the course is intended to be accessible
to others, provided they have studied quantum field theory for at least
a semester (as in Phys. 563).

Course structure: The material explicitly covered in lectures will be a subset of the ma-
terial you are expected to be familiar with. You should work through the
whole of the relevant chapters of the textbook. There will be substantial
extra reading of original papers.

Feel free to ask questions in class or afterwards, if clarification or further
explanation of particular topics is needed.

Homework: As usual in physics (and mathematics) courses, it is essential to work
problems on the course material. You do not fully understand the prin-
ciples of an area of mathematics or physics until you can apply them.
Now the object of the homework is to help you learn the material, and
if necessary learn from difficulties you encounter. Therefore, I have as-
signed a fairly small portion of the course grade to homework. This of
course does not reflect the importance of doing the homework or the time
involved. It is on the exams that you have to get it right.
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For those of you who find this useful, I encourage you to discuss the
homework together. This is normally best in small groups. You may
well find, for example, that the effort of explaining the course material to
others will assist your own learning. However, unless I suggest otherwise
for specific assignments, you should write up the homework separately
from others you have worked with, to ensure you have your own personal
understanding of the material.

Important: Do be fully aware that, at this level of physics, a lot of
understanding depends on being able to work through, to complete, and
to reproduce for yourself the technical arguments by which consequences
of the theory are obtained and related to experiment.

Essay/Project: This will be on a topic in particle physics/astrophysics: a 10-15 page
essay, supplemented by a 15min classroom presentation. I will suggest
some topics, and you are welcome to suggest your own. Appropriate
topics will be directly relevant to the course material or extensions to it,
and will typically involve critical examination and assessment of some
area in the scientific literature (for example). You should agree the topic
with me before March 1.

Grading: 50% homework
50% project/essay

The meanings of the letter grades, with the approximate boundary lines
in the numerical grades, are:

A = “Excellent”, full understanding of the course material,
as appropriate for a professional physicist. A and A−: above
about 82%;
B = “Good”. B−, B, and B+: about 62–81%;
C = “Acceptable but substandard”. C: about 50–61%.

(The parts of the above definitions in quotes are those made by Penn
State University.) I will adjust the boundaries that relate letter grades
and numerical scores depending on my judgment of the difficulty of the
examinations.

Collaboration: Examinations/projects are to be individual work of the students in the
course, and no collaboration or copying is allowed.

However, on the homework assignments a certain amount of collabora-
tion is allowed in this course—see the comments above.

Disability issues: Penn State welcomes students with disabilities into the University’s ed-
ucational programs. If you have a disability-related need for reasonable
academic adjustments in this course, contact the Office for Disability
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Services (ODS) at 814-863-1807 (V/TTY). For further information re-
garding ODS, please visit the Office for Disability Services Web site at
http://equity.psu.edu/ods/.

In order to receive consideration for course accommodations, you must
contact ODS and provide documentation (see the documentation guide-
lines at http://equity.psu.edu/ods/guidelines/documentation-guidelines).
If the documentation supports the need for academic adjustments, ODS
will provide a letter identifying appropriate academic adjustments. Please
share this letter and discuss the adjustments with your instructor as early
in the course as possible. You must contact ODS and request academic
adjustment letters at the beginning of each semester.

Books, etc

Books on Standard Model

• Official textbook for course: C. Burgess and G. Moore “The Standard Model: A
Primer”, (Cambridge University Press, 2012) ISBN: 9781107404267.

• C. Quigg, “Gauge Theories of the Strong, Weak, and Electromagnetic Interactions”
(Westview Press, 1997). ISBN 0–201–32832–1.
PSU library call number: QC793.3.F5Q53 1983
This is a quite old book (1983), and consequently some of it is out of date. However,
within this limitation, it is a good and reliable book. The standard model is the same
theory as it was 20 years ago; we just know more about it. Unfortunately, the book is
out-of-print; a new edition is being prepared, but is not yet available.

• R. Cahn and G. Goldhaber, “The Experimental Foundations of Particle Physics” 2nd.
edition (Cambridge University Press, 2009).
PSU library call number: QC793.2.C34 2009

Important on-line information sources

• The Particle Data Group, http://pdg.lbl.gov/.
This group produces authoritative compilations of data from all of high-energy physics.
Take some time to explore this site. It contains a lot of information you will need to
access.

• In particular see the section titled Reviews, Tables and Plots: http://pdg.lbl.gov/

2012/reviews/contents_sports.html.
This provides a mini-textbook of high-energy physics with accurate information and
references to the literature. It is updated every year. You will probably find it useful to
print out some of the sections. You may even want to order a copy of the whole Review
of Particle Physics (if it is still available). That gives you a hard copy of everything.
Treat relevant sections of the on-line material or the hard copy as a required textbook
for the course.
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• Literature access. You should be fluent in the use of the following:

– INSPIRE database: http://inspirehep.net.
Essentially all of high-energy physics literature since 1974 is indexed here, with
a good sprinkling of older work. It has links to electronic copies of papers when
these are available.

– http://arXiv.org/ is an electronic archive of e-prints.
The vast majority of current high-energy physics papers appear here in one or
other of the sections, including:

∗ High Energy Physics—Phenomenology at http://arXiv.org/form/hep-ph?.
This, roughly speaking, contains papers on the kind of theory that is relevant
to real data.

∗ High Energy Physics—Experiment at http://arXiv.org/form/hep-ex?.

– Journals of the American Physical Society at http://publish.aps.org/, includ-
ing Physical Review.
Penn State has a subscription, so you can access all copies of APS journals elec-
tronically, right back to 1893.

It would be a good idea to make sure your computer and web browser are configured
suitably to give easy access to these resources. Notably, ensure that you can click on a
link to a postscript file or a pdf file (or both) and have the document appear on screen.

Field theory textbooks

• M. Srednicki, “Quantum Field Theory” (Cambridge University Press, 2007). ISBN
978-0-521-86449-7. For errata, see http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~mark/qft.html

PSU library call number: QC174.45.S74 2007

• G. Sterman, “Introduction to Quantum Field Theory” (Cambridge University Press,
1993). ISBN 0–521–31132–2.
PSU library call number: QC174.45.S78 1993

• M.E. Peskin and D.V. Schroeder, “Introduction to Quantum Field Theory” (Addison-
Wesley, 1995). ISBN 0–201–50397–2.
PSU library call number: QC174.45.P465 1995

• S. Weinberg, “The Quantum Theory of Fields” Vols. I & II (Cambridge University
Press, 1996). ISBN 0–521–55001–7, 0–521–55002–5.
PSU library call number: QC174.45.W45 1995 v.1, 2

List of topics to be covered

This is very preliminary. There will probably be some expansion, and definitely changes.

• (Approx. 2 lectures) Experimental background, especially for weak interactions.
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• (Approx. 1 lecture) Quantum field theory and symmetries: review.

• (Approx. 2 lectures) Spontaneous symmetry breaking and Goldstone’s model/theorem.

• (Approx. 2 lectures) Gauge invariance; QED

• (Approx. 2 lectures) Non-abelian gauge theories (Yang Mills theories)

• (Approx. 2 lectures) Spontaneous symmetry breaking of gauge theories: Higgs mech-
anism.

• (Approx. 3 lectures) Weinberg–Salam theory of electroweak interactions (gauge group
SU(2) ⊗ U(1)).

• (Approx. 3 lectures) Consequences

• (Approx. 3 lectures) Strong interactions theory QCD (gauge group SU(3)). Standard
model.

• (Approx. 3 lectures) Phenomenology of strong interactions: asymptotic freedom, per-
turbative QCD, factorization, hard scattering.

• (Approx. 2 lectures) Non-perturbative QCD; lattice gauge theory.

• (Approx. 3 lectures) Precision measurements of electroweak parameters.

• (Approx. 3 lectures) CP violation

• Neutrino masses and oscillations

• (Approx. 6 lectures) Beyond the standard model: grand unified theories (GUTS),
supersymmetry (SUSY).

• ?? Something about superstring theory?
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